2010 mazda cx 9

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of all the price you see is the
price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Treat yourself to an SUV that surrounds you with all the comfort and conveniences
of a luxury sedan. Enjoy safety and stability with this all-wheel drive vehicle and drive with
confidence in any condition. One of the best things about this Mazda CX-9 is that it has low, low
mileage. It's ready for you to truly break it in. Added comfort with contemporary style is the
leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Mazda CX-9 Grand Touring.
More information about the Mazda CX Mazda's CX-9 is a full size larger than Mazda's
performance utility vehicle, the Mazda CX-7, and closely related to the Ford Edge; but compared
to the Edge and most other crossover SUVs, it has a sportier character, and some might find the
Mazda CX-9's overall package a bit more attractive. Even though the Mazda CX-9 is among the
sleekest, more aggressively styled SUVs its size, it's also very roomy inside, with three real
rows of seating and cargo space behind that. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store
for details. Some restrictions apply. Recent Arrival! Whether you are just looking or found your
perfect vehicle, our experienced staff are here to assist you. They will walk you through your
purchase while providing you with competitive financing terms for all credit types. So, give us a
call if you have any questions or better yet, come by and see for yourself our large inventory of
Quality Pre-owned Vehicles. Odometer is miles below market average! Welcome to Houston
Direct Auto! We strive to provide everyone with the highest level of customer service, quality
cars, and competitive pricing. We have a very large and diverse inventory- hundreds of vehicles
of all types and for every budget - we have something for everyone! We also offer dozens of
financing options with competitive rates! Visit us at WWW. COM or come and take a look in
person. We have two locations in Houston! Southwest Houston Location Jeanetta St. Our
website will specify which location the vehicle is located at. You can also give us a call at We
would love the opportunity to answer all of your questions- we are here to help! At Northeast
Acura we want you to know that all our vehicles are priced at a competitive value position to the
market. We use an independent 3rd party software to research internet listings on all vehicles in
the market so we can ensure that our prices are the most competitive out there. We do this
simply so people choose us when they start searching for their next car. Since , Northeast
Acura has dedicated itself to outperforming customer expectations. We are grateful for the
loyalty of our clients and the longevity of those relationships. Satisfying current customers is
the best way to attract new ones. Whether you are Leasing or Financing, we specialize in
offering payments and terms you may not have considered. Our Internet team is fluent in
long-distance transactions, minimizing any and all complications you may be worried about.
Northeast Acura in Latham is open 6 days a week to service you. Call us a !!! The interior is
clean and in good condition. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. The
transmission shifts very smoothly. The brakes are in great condition. The car was previously
owned by a non smoker. The battery is in good condition. It's not a misprint. And the odometer
isn't broken. This is a very low mileage Mazda CX A rare find these days. Intricately stitched
leather and ergonomic design seats are among the details in which test drivers say that Mazda
CX-9 Touring is in a league of its own More information about the Mazda CX Mazda's CX-9 is a
full size larger than Mazda's performance utility vehicle, the Mazda CX-7, and closely related to
the Ford Edge; but compared to the Edge and most other crossover SUVs, it has a sportier
character, and some might find the Mazda CX-9's overall package a bit more attractive.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Since there has been a
Napleton in your neighborhood. Your business is important and you can count on us to handle
it as such now and in the future. Our inventory is constantly updating, contact our showroom if
you don't see exactly what you want, if we don't have it, well get it! Other values on in-store
manager specials, loaners, demo's and late model used vehicles are available in-store to save
you more! You may qualify for additional manufacturer incentives on your new vehicle, our staff
will be happy to research for you on your visit to our showroom. We always have volume
incentives available to pass along to you! Top value is paid for your trade in here at Napleton's!
We are as competitive as any offering you will find in the market, give us the opportunity to earn
your business! See dealer for details. All pricing includes all cash incentives; tax, title and
license is additional. In their original incarnation, SUVs were chiefly owned by folks who valued
utility above sport. Not anymore! Simply put, this all wheel drive vehicle is engineered with
higher standards. Interesting features of this model are safety features, Sportier driving feel
than other vehicles its size, very roomy interior, and emphasis on on-road performance Apollo
Auto Sales has been in Business Since Call or Click: The exterior was well maintained and is
extra clean. The paint is in great shape and condition. This vehicle has no previous collision
damage. The interior was well maintained and is extra clean. This vehicle had one previous

owner. This vehicle comes with a spare key. Thank You for looking. Auto Provider also has
many financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto
financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or with
approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM When you're
ready to upgrade your ride, opt for this Mazda CX-9 Sport, which includes features such as rear
air conditioning, braking assist, dual climate control, stability control, traction control, anti-lock
brakes, dual airbags, side air bag system, and airbag deactivation. It comes with a 6 Cylinder
engine. This one's a keeper. It has a crash test safety rating of 5 out of 5 stars. Drivers love the
charming silver exterior with a black interior. Call today to test it out! Johnson City, TN. Value
priced below the market average! Recently underwent a rigorous pre-buy inspection. Stop in
and see us today, or contact our staff with any questions Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details
Transmission Automatic 1, Engine Type Gas 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
Check Availability. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. However, as other reviewers have said, a used CX9 is an absolute
bargain. It' resale value isn't awesome, and it is likely influenced by the car's mileage - about 18
city and 20 highway. On the other hand, the positive attributes of the CX 9 cannot be ignored. A
very confortable pair of front bucket seats with excellent forward visibility. Decent finishing as
per the car's interior. You have to be careful not to scratch the leather seats, but this is true of
any leather interior. The controls can be a pain to reach if you roll the seat backwards. The
vehicle is cavernous, with miles of cargo space. Then there is the motor. Mazda didn't design
the motor, it's a Ford V6! It is rated at or HP, and they may have under-reported the output. The
car hits 90 in an eyeblink on an interstate and flies up hills like a sports sedan. This
notwithstanding that it is a 4, pound behemoth. You have to be careful braking, though. The
SUV has inertia so when you roll up to a stop sign, you brake in this SUV a good car length
sooner than you would in a sedan. The car is too big to slap the brakes on, so you are wise to
drive around town casually. Mazda mated the outstanding Ford V6 later iterations went into the
F , and a HP monster for the Mustang , to a mediocre drivetrain. The Aisin tranny does not shift
smoothly at low speeds, though it is fine on the highway. Car and Driver has noted that the CX 9
drives very well for a big vehicle. Steering is excellent, the car tracks well, and the suspension
is pretty good but not great. The car is too big to fly over speed bumps or dips in the road -so
don't do it. Given the combination of awesome power, a spacious interior, excellent front seats,
good steering and a decent suspension, not to mention a pretty good radio and climate control,
the car is a screaming "buy. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. CX-9s are offered in front- and
all-wheel-drive configurations. Inside, there are enhanced seating surfaces and richer materials,
as well as the liberal use of chrome accents. Active headrests are now fitted to all models.
Finally, there are a few changes to the list of available features, among them a redesigned
climate-control system for the rear seats and a new, 4. The ride quality is surprisingly supple in
view of this athleticism. Performance is solid, too. Skidpad grip was 0. The EPA says the CX-9 is
good for urban and highway mileage of 15 and 21 mpg, but we only managed 15 mpg combined
in our time with the vehicle. This was probably because there was a large portion of urban
mileage, as we averaged 19 mpg on a past comparison test that involved a lot more highway
driving. The refined interior finishesâ€”chrome accents and piano black trim piecesâ€”enhance
what is already a classy space. The larger information screen is easy to use, and a keyless
access fob is more grown up than the silly key card Mazda used to offer. The CX-9 is a solidly
competitive proposition in this class, finishing second in a six-way comparison test in
November , where it ultimately lost out to our perennial favorite, the Honda Pilot. The GT also
gets inch wheels and a blind-spot-warning system. The only way to get a rear-seat
entertainment system, a towing package, or a navigation system is to buy the GT model. New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View
Photos. What Is It? How Does It Drive? How Does It Stack Up? This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. Subscribe to receive
new listings for this search right in your inbox. Never been in any accident, clean title. If you are
reading this the vehicle is available. It is located near Cobourg, Ontario around km east of
Toronto on Safety was completed on 12th Feb I have owned the vehicle for around 4 years after
purchasing from Ford dealer in Toronto. Downsizing vehicle. Reach millions of car shoppers
locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this
vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in

your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced
slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include
additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details.
Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 1. Virtual Appraisal 1. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0.
Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min
Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must
be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. SUV
7. Wagon 1. Black 4. Grey 2. White 2. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All Wheel Drive 2.
Gasoline 2. Automatic 8. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new
listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking
'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 8. Click here to try again. Priority
Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New. DT
Auto Conseil. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. List your car here! List your car for
free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Mazda CX-9 inventory
from local Mazda dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim
specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Mazda CX-9 with similar vehicles.
View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the
bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale
are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings. Combines
Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test simulates a
head-on collision between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side Barrier test
simulates an intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at The Side
Pole Barrier test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The Rollover
Resistance test measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control scenario. Learn
about safety technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model
and trim. The vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected. Learn about our
recall process. Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We
review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety problem. Every vehicle
has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a
recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting
the recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of Transportation. Report a Problem.
Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare
safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about
crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn
about our recall process Have a safety problem? Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN.
Search by VIN. Recently Searched. For , the CX-9 receives slightly different styling at the front,
along with redesigned side mirrors, plus additional chrome plating for some instrument panel
and door panel edges. The strong, horsepower, 3. A smooth, six-speed automatic is standard,
and maximum towing capacity is 3, pounds. But fuel economy remains near the low end of the
pack, with an EPA city fuel economy estimate of 17 mpg city. The CX-7 is able to tow up to 3,
pounds. Even though the Mazda CX-9 is just a mid-size offering as far as crossover vehicles go,
all three rows are usable, and the front two rows are spacious for even the largest adults. The
interior looks and feels upscale, with pleasing materials and impressive build quality. The CX-9
is arguably one of the safest vehicles in its class, with top crash-test scores and a host of active
and passive safety features now including standard active headrests, anti-lock brakes, and
electronic stability control. A blind-spot monitoring system and rear backup camera are
optional. On the more upscale, leather-trimmed Touring and Grand Touring models, true luxury
features are offered. The Mazda CX-9 has a sporty, aggressive appearance, with oversize wheels
and a rakish wagon look; the rather low, curvy snout gives it a curvier, more carlike silhouette
from the front than most other crossovers. Most reviewers love the look of the CX Edmunds
says, "Mazda has gotten this crossover thing right Car and Driver notes its "handsome styling"
and feels the Mazda CX-9, swathed in chrome and Copper Red paint, looks classy and
expensive. Motor Trend asserts that "from the steeply angled windshield and sharp fender
flares to the slanted headlamps and the distinct trapezoidal chrome exhaust tips, the CX-9 puts
a spin on the traditional two-box sport 'ute and punts it into orbit. Opinions are split on the

success of the interior. Edmunds asserts that the Mazda CX-9 "offers one of, if not the best,
interiors in its class in terms of styling, ergonomics, quality and space. ConsumerGuide states,
"the navigation system Motor Trend reviewers are a bit more specific about what they enjoy in
the Mazda CX-9, citing "metal-rimmed gauges and simple but elegant center stack, delights
aesthetically and ergonomically. Motor Trend reports, "While we still wouldn't mind a tad more
low-end grunt, the 3. A six-speed automatic that Motor Trend describes as "seamless as a
rubber glove" is standard in the Mazda CX Automobile Magazine says its normally cranky critics
"have been moved to paroxysms of joy when discussing the CX One called the V-6 engine
charming, the six-speed manu-matic transmission silky. Car and Driver reports a surprisingly
short 7. ConsumerGuide notes that "CX-9s with the 3. Car and Driver asks, "How does Mazda
get such lively steering in each of its vehicles? It feels like the CX-9 wants to be a sports car.
The CX-9 is "taut and agile," says Consumer Reports, "and the ride is firm and steady, yet
comfortable," though "braking distances are a bit long. The base-model Mazda CX-9 comes with
front-wheel drive and inch all-weather tires. In other extensive road tests of the Mazda CX-9,
reviewers at Kelley Blue Book find it "acquits itself surprisingly well on curvy country roads.
The Mazda CX-9 offers one of the roomiest seating packages among vehicles its size.
Otherwise, the CX-9 offers a very comfortable interior. Kelley Blue Book says seating is a high
priority in this Mazda; the CX-9 blends "front bucket seats and two-tone trim [that says] 'sports
car'" with the passenger comfort and cargo capacity of a minivan. Second-row seats can be
folded down to afford extra legroom for adults in the third-row seats. Additionally, the
second-row seat slides five inches and has "reclining backrests. Motor Trend cautions that "of
course, the Mazda CX-9 isn't perfect, delivering the slightest first-row legroom of the other
three-row crossovers in its class. Cargo space is pretty good in the Mazda CX-9; Cars. Car and
Driver notes the "top-notch interior" and figures "the [Mazda ] CX-9 should enjoy an impressive
resale value. ConsumerGuide reports that "this crossover rides more firmly than others in this
class. The Mazda CX-9 scores very well in crash tests and has all the requisite safety features
for family-oriented buyers; for those who want to option up, there are several handy tech
features that might help in accident avoidance. Motor Trend assesses that "the CX-9 offers
ample protection in the form of front, side, and side-curtain airbags as well as seatbelt
pretensioners and load limiters. Motor Trend also appreciates that the Mazda CX-9 "comes
standard with an anti-lock brake system, electronic brake-force distribution, traction control,
dynamic-stability control, and roll-stability control. Jalopnik points out that the rearview camera
system alerts drivers to obstacles behind the vehicle via a "high-res 2. The Mazda CX-9 comes
reasonably well equipped in base Sport trim and quite luxuriously outfitted in its Touring and
Grand Touring models. Standard equipment on the Mazda CX-9 includes power everything, a
tri-zone automatic climate-control system with rear seat controls, cruise control, keyless entry,
a media-player interface, Bluetooth, and big inch alloy wheels. The way that options are
packaged is a bit odd. A third-row entertainment system is one of the top options. A moonroof
is another major option, packaged with the Bose Centerpoint surround sound system. Motor
Trend says the rear-seat entertainment system "that features a nine-inch LCD and 5. However,
Car and Driver finds "the rear-seat DVD system is a delight and is as intuitive as one might
hope: Pop in the disc, hit the power button on the wireless headphones, and enjoy. Other
options include all-wheel drive, satellite radio, a navigation system, a power tailgate, and a Bose
audio system. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start
a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New CX-3 CX CX-5 CX MX-5 Miata. New By
Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Enjoyable to drive Roomy second
and third rows Lean, aggressive exterior Interior neither too glossy nor too drab. Dislikes Ride
might be too firm for some Not much cargo space behind the third row Navigation system.
Buying tip TheCarConnection. The Mazda CX-9 loves curves more than almost any other roomy
crossover, yet has three rows of useful seating. Experts from TheCarConnection. The editors of
TheCarConnection. Review continues below. Used Mazda CX-9 for sale near change location.
Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings
for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Rating
breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Mazda CX-9 against the competition. Used Mazda
CX-9 cars. Used Chevrolet Traverse cars. Used Honda Pilot cars. Used Toyota Highlander 1,
cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is

based on our latest subscriber survey of Mazda CX-9 owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Mazda
dealership fixed the problem because I had an extended warranty that was transferred to me
when I received the car from Father-in-law". Mazda has many complaints online about this but
haven't done a recall. When discussing booster problem was told by service agent that the car
also has 2 serious recalls that need attention asap. Otherwise I like the car very much". Believe
this was associated with the maintenance done by the dealership. Happened on 2 separate
occasions, was provided a loaner vehicle during repairs to address the problem. Once repaired
the brakes performed as expected". Not related to heavy breaking". Technician told me to stop
parking on the grass, which I never do. Full replacement all 4 rotors". Caused front brake pads
to wear to the point the rotors and pads had to be replaced". Have turned once and replaced
once". Normal wearing. Not bad but noticeable". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension.
Will hold the corner well up to a certain point, then something slips and the car veers a bit until
the steering linkage catches a stop. I found a loose bolt which I tightened and improved it
some". Vehicle is now FWD only. If drive at these speeds the car starts shaking, feels like the
cause is in the rear Mechanic cant ID. New tires, rotation, balance alignment, checked wheel
bearings Vibration still there". Mazda paid due to perfect service record. MZ knows-ripsoff CX9
owners". Mazda provided a courtesy vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Rejecting DVD, freezing and shutting down at
50k. Now completely unreliable, DVD pristine, won't navigate. Not worth repair. Puts Mazda
system to shame". Th other person on a phone call can still hear me". No update and poor
design". Loose wires". Water became trapped in blower motor assembly and caused a failure".
It was an inexpensive fix at the dealership. Not a major problem". Its a simple fix - and info in
readily available online, but if left unresolved water leaks into the cabin at the passenger side".
It is made of flimsy metal and cannot be repaired, without replacing the part. Another
inexpensive fix but extremely annoying when it fails. It falls and rubs on the driveshaft causing
quite a rattle. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Evidently it was driven hard
in its younger days and is showing its age. On the plus side, is comfortable, quiet, has lots of
room, and has Bluetooth for the phone. Leak repaired under warranty". It was not detrimerntal
and caused no damage to the vehicle. It seemed like a fairly simple and inexpensive fix at the
Mazda dealer. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Was expensive to
replace so I reattached myself but still rattles and is loud. It took 6 months until the dealer miles
away--could get me in queue so mine could be replaced. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Mazda dealership wants
astronomical amount to fix it. My mechanic replaced gas cap a few times. Problem persists".
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Door panel now starting to rust as a
result. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Engine
rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or
timing belt. Repair required replacement of the engine. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. That pipe was near the intake for the
indoor vents, so the car would fill with the scent of burnt oil. Have to add oil all the time and find
oil spots everywhere". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. The internal water pump failed and shattered, sending pieces of the broken pump
into the engine and coolant into the oiling system. The water pump was replaced, and the oiling
system was flushed several times with fresh oil. We have crossed our fingers that no internal
damage or bearing damage has been done. I feel the design of the internal pump is a poor
design which lead to more damage than would happen with an external pump. Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you
have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Mazda CX-9
Change Vehicle. Agile handling that masks its size is a nice surprise, as a run down a twisty
back road will attest. The ride is firm and steady, proving comfortable on a variety of roads and

the quiet cabin contributes to a calm cruise. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Antilock system ABS "Brakes became very hard to push. Mazda dealership fixed the problem
because I had an extended warranty that was transferred to me when I received the car from
Father-in-law" Jimmy-Shannon S. Full replacement all 4 rotors" Steven B. Vibration still there" C
M. External music device interface e. Puts Mazda system to shame" Howard W. No update and
poor design" Steven B. Air or water leaks "There is a design flaw in the CX9 - the condenser
drain clogs - driver hears a noise in the dash on turning left. Its a simple fix - and info in readily
available online, but if left unresolved water leaks into the cabin at the passenger side" Garrett
H. Rough shifting "To be fair to Mazda, I bought this vehicle used and I am now the fourth owner
got a good price! Leak repaired under warranty" Julian L. Exhaust leaks "Car runs loud because
many rusted out portions in the exhaust pipes. Headlights "Both HID headlights failed within 6
months of each other. Doors or sliding doors "Broken right side front door handle" Daniel L.
Loose exterior trim or moldings "A piece of chrome molding by the driver mirror just flew off.
Torque converter "Torque converter just failed and had to be replaced" Terry E. Head gasket
"Very slow leak of coolant into the engine block caused an automatic overheat shutdown of the
engine. Oil leaks "The car developed an oil leak that dripped onto the exhaust pipe. Water pump
"The engine on this year Mazda is actually a Ford engine. Starter "Starter went out, had to be
replaced. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford Explorer. Ford Flex.
Honda Pilot. Hyundai Santa Fe. Mazda CX Mercury Mountaineer. Toyota 4Runner. This score
shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that
year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble
spots. An inflator explosion may result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver or other
occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Read Recall Details. These vehicles had their
passenger frontal air bag inflators previously replaced under a prior recall using inflators of the
same design. The inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term
exposure to high absolute humidity, temperature and temperature cycling. What should you do:.
Mazda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the front passenger air bag inflator with an
alternate one, free of charge. The recall began December 3, Owners may contact Mazda
customer service at , option 4. Mazda's number for this recall is F. Note: This recall supersedes
recalls 16V and 17V Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Virgin Islands or
"Zone A. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the passenger frontal air bag,
these inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to
absolute humidity and temperature cycling. Mazda will notify owners, and dealers will replace
the front passenger air bag inflator with an alternate inflator, free of charge. The recall began
November 9, Owners may contact Mazda customer service at , Option 4. The recall began March
2, Owners may contact Mazda customer service at An inflator rupture may result in metal
fragments striking the vehicle occupants resulting in serious injury or death. These vehicles are
equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled as part of the passenger frontal air bag
modules, and used as original equipment or replacement equipment. In the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of the front air bags, these inflators may rupture due to propellant
degradation occurring after long-term exposure to absolute humidity and temperature cycling.
Mazda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the passenger frontal air bag inflator with an
alternate inflator, free of charge. The recall beg
harley davidson daymaker headlight
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an on August 30, Note: This recall supersedes recall 16V and all vehicles that were not
remedied under that campaign are now covered by this one. Over time, the ball joint corrosion
may result in the front lower control arm separating from the ball joint, causing a loss of
steering control and increasing the risk of a crash. The affected vehicles have front suspension
ball joints that may corrode from water leaking into the fitting. Mazda will notify owners, and

dealers will replace both the left and right lower control arms, free of charge. The recall began
on September 14, The second phase will be for model year vehicles in the same states. Finally,
all remaining vehicles will be remedied. Mazda's number for this recall is G. Show More. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

